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Clinical effect of the high insertion torque on dental implants:
A systematic review and meta-analysis
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ABSTRACT
Statement of problem. A consensus on the clinical performance in dental implants placed with
different insertion torques is lacking.

Purpose. The purpose of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to evaluate the effect of
high insertion torque compared with regular or low torques during dental implant placement in
terms of implant survival rate and marginal bone loss.

Material and methods. Two independent reviewers searched electronic databases for studies
published until April 2019. The population, intervention, comparison, outcome (PICO) question
was “Do patients who receive implants with a high torque (equal or higher than 50 Ncm) show
similar implant survival rates and marginal bone loss as compared with those who receive
implants with a regular or low torque (less than 50 Ncm)?”. The meta-analysis was based on the
Mantel-Haenszel (MH) and the inverse variance (IV) methods (a=.05).

Results. The search yielded 6 articles, which included 389 patients (mean age: 55.28 years) who had
received 651 dental implants (437 with high torque and 214 with low or regular torque). Most
studies evaluated delayed loading, except 1 study that evaluated immediate implant loading
(n=50 for each group). Low or regular insertion torque had a high failure rate (4.2%) compared
with high insertion torque (1.1%), chiefly because of immediate loading. However, the meta-
analysis indicated no significant difference between high- and regular- or low-torque implant
placement in implant survival rate (P=.52, risk ratio [RR]: 0.51, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.06-
4.06) and marginal bone loss (P=.30, mean difference [MD]: 0.15, 95% CI: -0.14 to 0.44).

Conclusions. A high insertion torque during implant placement does not affect implant survival
rate or marginal bone loss. However, further research is recommended to reassess this clinical
performance. (J Prosthet Dent 2021;126:490-6)
The use of dental implants for
the rehabilitation of partially or
completely edentulous pa-
tients is considered a favorable
treatment option with high
survival rates.1 Different fac-
tors may contribute to the
success rate in dental implant
rehabilitation, including the
primary stability of dental im-
plants.2 The achievement of
primary stability at the time of
implant placement is required
to avoid micromotion at the
implant-to-bone interface.3

Some studies suggest a
threshold of micromovement
between 50 and 150
mm because excess micro-
movement could affect the
process of bone repair and
consequently compromise
osseointegration.4,5

The primary stability of

dental implants may depend on clinical factors including
bone quantity and quality, the macrogeometry of the
implant, and the surgical technique used for implant
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Clinical Implications
The insertion torque should not be considered as a
primary factor for the survival of dental implants or
for marginal bone loss. Implants can be placed with
different levels of torque.
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stability, dental implants should be placed with high
torque values,7-9 particularly when immediately loaded.10

In an animal study, Duyck et al11 reported that dental
implants placed with a high torque showed higher bone-
implant contact during the first weeks than did those
placed with a low torque, but these results were not
maintained after the implant healing period. Thus, the
authors concluded that there was no negative impact on
the biological process of osseointegration with the use of
high torque during the placement of dental implants.
However, inserting the implant to 70 Ncm in bicortical
bone and 50 Ncm in monocortical bone has been re-
ported to lead to microfractures of the bone threads
around the implant. Excessive compression of the bone
may affect microcirculation, which may lead to osteocyte
necrosis,12 and increase the risk for implant loss.13

Clinical studies have verified that a low torque (less
than 30 Ncm) is sufficient to ensure dental implant
osseointegration, regardless of the treatment protocol.14-16

However, another study reported that an intermediate
torque (greater than 32 Ncm, but less than 50 Ncm) is
required to ensure restoration survival.10 In contrast,
another clinical study reported that dental implants inser-
ted with a high torque (equal or greater than 50 Ncm) did
not affect the osseointegration process17 and may be
associated with an increase in survival rate when
compared with dental implants placed with a low insertion
torque.18

Therefore, a consensus is lacking on an adequate
insertion torque required during dental implant place-
ment to avoid implant loss or bone loss around the
implant. Thus, the purpose of this systematic review
and meta-analysis was to evaluate the influence of
different insertion torques during implant placement
(low or regular torque versus high torque) in terms of
marginal bone loss and implant survival rate. The null
hypotheses were that a high torque would not affect
implant survival rates when compared with implants
placed with a regular or low implant torque and that
insertion torque would not affect the marginal bone
loss around dental implants.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

This study was conducted and structured according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Lemos et al
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Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)19 in accordance with previ-
ously published systematic reviews.20-22 In addition, the
methods used for performing this systematic review were
registered at the International Prospective Register of
Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) under
CRD42018112811.

A specifically focused question was formulated based
on population, intervention, comparison, and outcomes
(PICO). The focused question was “Do patients who
receive implants with a high torque show similar mar-
ginal bone loss and implant survival rates as compared
with those who receive implants with a regular or low
torque?”. In this context, the population was those
rehabilitated with dental implants; the intervention was
the placement of implants with a high torque; the com-
parison was the placement of implants with a low or
regular torque; and the primary outcome was the implant
survival rate with the secondary outcome as marginal
bone loss.

The inclusion criteria were randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) and prospective studies that evaluated high
torque compared with low or regular torque implant
placement in the same study. The selected studies
needed to have at least 10 participants and information
provided about the implant torque at placement. Exclu-
sion criteria were animal studies; in vitro studies; case
reports; studies with a follow-up duration less than 6
months; studies that evaluated only high, low, and reg-
ular torque without comparison; and reviews.

Two independent reviewers (C.A.A.L., R.S.C.) con-
ducted an electronic search of the PubMed/MEDLINE,
Scopus, and The Cochrane Library databases for articles
published until April 2019. The keywords used in this
search were “((Insertion torque OR High torque OR Low
torque OR Regular torque)) AND Dental Implant”. The
same authors hand searched for articles published in
specific journals: Clinical Implant Dentistry and Related
Research, Clinical Oral Implants Research, International
Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Implants, International
Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, International
Journal of Prosthodontics and Restorative Dentistry, Journal
of Clinical Periodontology, Journal of Dentistry, Journal of
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Journal of Oral Implantology,
Journal of Oral Rehabilitation, Journal of Periodontology,
Journal of Prosthodontics, Journal of Prosthodontic Research,
Periodontology 2000, The International Journal of Prostho-
dontics, and The Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry. In addition,
a search of the nonepeer-reviewed literature was made at
http://www.greylit.org/about.

The studies were selected and classified according to
previous eligibility criteria based on the title and abstract
of the articles for the 2 reviewers. Differences were
resolved by a third person (E.P.P.), who analyzed dif-
ferences between the investigators and reached a
consensus through discussion. Data were tabulated for
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Figure 1. Search strategy.
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author and year, study design, patient, implant, mean
age, implant system (diameter and length), prosthesis
type and arch, follow-up (months), marginal bone loss
(mm), and implant survival rates.

Two reviewers (C.A.A.L., B.G.S.C.) assessed the risk
of bias of the included studies. For the RCTs, the
Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool was used.18,23,24 For non-
RCTs, the Newcastle-Ottawa scale,3,25,26 which is based
on 3 major components for cohort studies: selection,
comparability, and outcome, was used.

The meta-analysis was based on the Mantel-Haens-
zel (MH) test for dichotomous outcome measures eval-
uated for risk ratio (RR) and the inverse variance (IV)
method for continuous outcome measures evaluated for
mean difference (MD) and corresponding 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI) by using a software program (Rev-
Man v5.3; The Nordic Cochrane Center, The Cochrane
Collaboration) (a=.05). In the case of statistical signifi-
cance (a=.10) for heterogeneity, a random-effects model
was used to assess the significance of treatment effects.
Where no statistically significant heterogeneity was
found, an analysis was performed by using a fixed-effects
model.

An additional analysis was performed by using Kappa
score to evaluate the interreader agreement during the
search process. The kappa interinvestigator agreement
for articles selected from PubMed/MEDLINE (kappa
value=.91), Scopus (kappa value=.84), and The Cochrane
THE JOURNAL OF PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
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Library (kappa value=1.00) demonstrated a high level of
agreement.27

RESULTS

The database search yielded 1541 articles (797 from
PubMed/MEDLINE, 628 from Scopus, and 116 from The
Cochrane Library). After removing duplicates, 1120 arti-
cles remained. After reviewing the titles and abstracts, 15
studies fulfilled the eligibility criteria. After a detailed
review of the full texts, 9 were excluded because of the
retrospective nature of the study design,14,28,29 data re-
ported in another study with a longer follow-up dura-
tion,30 a follow-up duration less than 6 months,31,32 or
lack of a comparative group.10,16,33 The details of the
search strategy are presented in Figure 1.

In total, 6 studies3,18,23-26 were selected for qualitative
and quantitative analyses, 3 RCTs18,23,24 and 3 prospec-
tive studies.3,25,26 In total, 389 participants (238 women
and 151 men) with a mean age of 55.3 years received 651
dental implants (437 placed with a high torque and 214
placed with a regular or low torque). A consensus on the
definition of high, regular, and low torque is lacking. All
studies considered high torque with peak insertion
torque �50 Ncm (range: 50-176 Ncm), while regular or
low torque was considered <50 Ncm (range: 20-49),
except for 1 study26 that reported regular or low insertion
torque with mean 37.1 Ncm but with a range of 30 to 50
Ncm (Table 1).
Lemos et al
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Table 1. Characteristics of included studies (n=6)

Author/
Year

Study
Design

Participant,
n

Implant,
n

Insertion
Torque, Ncm

Mean
Age,
Years

Implant System/
Diameter/Length Prosthesis/Arch

Follow-up,
Months Mean ±SD MBL

Survival Rates of
Implants, n (%)

Marconcini
et al23

RCT 116
77 Fe
39 Ma

H: 58
R/L: 58

H: �50
(50-100)
R/L: <50

51.4 Blossom Implant (BLCT)
and CT Implant,

Intralock International
NR

SC/Maxilla and
Mandible

36 mo H: 1.16 ± 0.61
/1.53 (0.29)

R/L: 0.96 ±0.46
/1.03 (0.12)

H: 55 (94.8%)
R/L: 57 (98.3%)

De Santis
et al3

Prosp 62
35 Fe
27 Ma

H: 131
R/L: 13

H: �50
(50>100)
R/L: <50
(35-49)

57 NobelActive, TiUnite;
Nobel Biocare/Ø 3.5-

5×8.5-15 mm

SC/maxilla and
mandible

36 mo NR H: 130 (99.2%)
R/L: 12 (92.3%)

Grandi
et al25

Prosp 102
64 Fe
38 Ma

H: 114
R/L: 42

H: �50
(50-80)
R/L: �45
(30-45)

53.55 JDEvolution, JDental-
Care

Ø 3.7-4.3×8-13 mm

NR/maxilla and
mandible

12 mo H: 0.41 ± 0.18
R/L: 0.45 ± 0.25

H: 114 (100%)
R/L: 42 (100%)

Hof et al24 RCT 21
13 Fe
8 Ma

H: 42
R/L: 42

H: >50
R/L: �20

67.4 NR
Ø 3.5-5×10-3 mm

Overdenture/
maxilla and
mandible

12 mo NR H: 41 (97.6%)
R/L: 42 (100%)

Cannizzaro
et al18

RCT 50
26 Fe
24 Ma

H: 50
R/L: 50

H: >80
R/L: �35
(20-35)

38.8 NanoTite NT tapered
Biomet 3i

Ø 4.0×8.5-13 mm

SC/maxilla and
mandible

6 mo H: 0.23 ± 0.36
R/L: 0.28 ± 0.35

H: 50 (100%)
R/L: 43 (86%)

Khayat
et al26

Prosp 38
23 Fe
15 Ma

H: 42
R/L: 9

H: >70
(70-176)
R/L: �50
(30-50)

63.5 Tapered Screw-Vent
Zimmer Dental
Ø 4.5×10-16 mm

NR/maxilla and
mandible

12 mo H: 1.24 ± 0.75
R/L: 1.09 ± 0.62

H: 42 (100%)
R/L: 9 (100%)

Fe, female; H, high; L, low; Ma, male; NR, not reported; Prosp, prospective study; R, regular; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SD, standard deviation.
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Different implant systems were evaluated in the
studies, with dimensions that varied between 3.25 and 5
mm in diameter and 8 and 16 mm in length. All studies
evaluated both arches.3,18,23-26 Three studies evaluated
implant-supported single crowns,3,18,23 and 1 study
evaluated implant-supported overdentures.24 Two
studies25,26 did not report the type of prosthesis but re-
ported the inclusion of partially edentulous patients who
presented with 1 or more missing teeth. Most studies
evaluated delayed loading,3,23-26 except 1 study18 that
evaluated immediate implant loading with 50 implants
for each group.

All included studies reported data regarding implant
survival rates. Two studies reported an implant survival
rate of 100% for both groups.25,26 A total of 14 of the 651
implants had failed (2.15%), 5 placed with a high torque
(1.14%) and 9 placed with a regular or low torque
(4.20%). The meta-analysis revealed no significant dif-
ference between high torque and regular or low torque
implant placement in terms of implants survival rate
(P=.52; RR: 0.51; 95% CI: 0.06-4.06; Fig. 2).

Only 4 studies reported data about marginal bone loss
around dental implants.18,23,25,26 The meta-analysis of
the mean difference in millimeters revealed no difference
in marginal bone loss between high-torque and regular-
or low-torque implant placement (P=.30; MD: 0.15; 95%
CI: -0.14 to 0.44; Fig. 3).

The Cochrane criteria risk of bias tool showed a low
risk of bias to random sequence generation. Allocation
concealment was considered low risk for 2 studies18,23

and unclear for 1 study.24 Blinding of the participants
and personnel (performance bias) was considered
Lemos et al
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unclear for all studies, while 2 studies reported blinded
outcome assessment.18,23 Incomplete outcome data, se-
lective reporting, and other biases were considered low
risk for all selected studies (Fig. 4). In the Newcastle-
Ottawa scale used for non-RCT studies, 2 studies scored
8 stars,25,26 and 1 scored 7 stars,3 indicating a low risk of
bias. The absence of stars was mostly related to lacking in
terms of comparability of additional factors and adequate
follow-up of outcome interest (Table 2).
DISCUSSION

The null hypothesis that dental implants placed with
high insertion torque showed similar implant survival
rates to those placed with a regular or low insertion
torque was accepted because the meta-analysis found no
difference in survival rate between the 2 treatment
groups. All included studies reported high survival rates
irrespective of the insertion torque evaluated. Two
studies25,26 reported 100% survival rates, but these
studies performed evaluation for a maximum period of 1
year. This represents a limitation of this systematic
review because only 2 studies3,23 compared the direct
influence of insertion torque during a follow-up period of
3 years. Therefore, more research with more than 3 years
of follow-up period is recommended to evaluate implant
survival rate during a higher follow-up period.

One of the included studies reported a significant
difference in the implant survival rate between the
evaluated groups.18 The authors reported failure rates of
14% for regular or low insertion torque as compared with
0% for high insertion torque. Thus, these authors
THE JOURNAL OF PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
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Favors [High Torque] Favors [Regular or Low Torque]

Total events 5 9
Heterogeneity: τ2=2.56; χ2=7.03, df=3 (P=.07); I2=57%
Test for overall effect: Z=0.64 (P=.52)
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Figure 2. Forest plot of high-torque in comparison with regular- or low-torque implant placement for outcome event “implant survival rates.”
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0.41
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1.16
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0.18
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55
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9
43
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2018

0.62
0.35
0.25
0.12
0.46

1.09
0.28
0.45
1.03
0.96

14.2%
21.2%
22.1%
22.1%
20.3%

100.0%

0.15 [–0.31, 0.61]
–0.05 [–0.20, 0.10]
–0.04 [–0.12, 0.04]

0.50 [0.42, 0.58]
0.20 [–0.00, 0.40]

0.15 [–0.14, 0.44]

Figure 3. Forest plot of high-torque in comparison with regular- or low-torque implant placement for outcome event “marginal bone loss.”
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Figure 4. Risk of bias summary of RCT included studies.
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recommended a high insertion torque for implant-
supported single crowns. However, the authors per-
formed this evaluation in implants with immediate
loading, and this fact can compromise the success rates
for regular or low insertion torque. These results are
comparable with those of Ottoni et al,10 who found that
low insertion torque with 20 Ncm is associated with a
high risk of failure (9 of 10 implants failed) in implant-
supported single crowns. Furthermore, the authors
indicated that immediate loading in single crowns should
only be considered if the implant can be placed with an
insertion torque greater than 32 Ncm.10 Thus, this fact
should be taken into consideration during the planning
of dental implants.

The loss of an implant can be caused by different
primary or secondary factors.2 Primary factors are typi-
cally those implants that never osseointegrated, and
secondary factors may be related to surgical, local, sys-
temic, and prosthetic factors. Determining the actual
reason for implant failure is often difficult, but these
failures tend to be lower, highlighting the importance of
other clinical factors such as marginal bone resorption.2

The theory that high insertion torque can promote
excessive bone compression, generating dangerous micro-
cracks, or pressure necrosis,3,23 which disturb microcircula-
tion and lead to bone resorption25,26 was not confirmed
because the meta-analysis indicated no significant differ-
ences in terms of marginal bone level between high and
regular or low insertion torque of the implant, thereby
leading to acceptance of the second null hypothesis.
THE JOURNAL OF PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
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Most selected studies did not show significant dif-
ference between high and regular or low insertion tor-
que,19,25,26 except 1 study23 that reported significantly
high marginal bone loss for implants placed with high
insertion torque in the maxilla and mandible. The authors
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Table 2. Assessment quality of included nonrandomized controlled trials based on Newcastle-Ottawa scale

Studies

Selection Comparability Outcome

Total
Exposed
Cohort

Nonexposed
Cohort

Exposure
Determined

Outcome of Interest Not
Present at Start

Main
Factor

Additional
Factor

Assessment of
Outcome

Follow-up
Sufficient*

Adequacy of Follow-
up of Cohorts

De
Santis et al3

✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ 0 ✰ 0 ✰ 7

Grandi
et al25

✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ 0 ✰ 8

Khayat
et al26

✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ ✰ 0 ✰ 8

*Five years considered adequate follow-up period for outcomes.
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reported that the high insertion torque could compro-
mise marginal bone remodeling, especially in the pres-
ence of a thin residual buccal bone.23 However, marginal
bone level normally is influenced by uncontrolled fac-
tors,2 making it difficult to verify the direct influence of
insertion torque on marginal bone loss.

The results of the present systematic review should be
interpreted with care because they were limited by the
low number of studies, making impossible a subanalysis
of other variables, such as arch rehabilitated, connection
type, retention system, and length and diameter of im-
plants. Some manufacturer guidelines advise that the use
of high insertion torque may be contraindicated because
it may increase the complications rates in the implant-
abutment connections.3 However, the included studies
that evaluated complications rates did not report differ-
ences between the 2 comparative groups.3,18 Thus, this
should not be considered as a factor that limits the
clinician to place the implant with a high torque, if
necessary. Although the influence of the different inser-
tion torques did not affect the survival of implants or
marginal bone loss, implants inserted with a high torque
may deform the microgeometric characteristics of the
implants.18,25

Limitations of this systematic review included that
only 6 comparative studies were selected, and this
should be considered a low number of studies.
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the included
studies showed a short follow-up period because only 2
studies reported follow-up period over 12 months3,23

Only 1 study reported the influence of different inser-
tion torque with an immediate loading protocol, and
this should be considered an important factor related to
insertion torque.18 Therefore, further RCT studies with
longer follow-up periods should be conducted to
reassess the direct influence of different insertion tor-
ques on dental implants.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings of this systematic review and
meta-analysis, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. High insertion of torque during implant placement
has no significant effect on implant survival rates.
Lemos et al
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2. High insertion of torque during implant placement
has no significant effect on marginal bone loss.
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Purpose. To evaluate the physical and mechanical propertie
incorporation of a specific particle size and concentration of n

Material and methods. Nano-TiO2 and nano-ZnO of 20-n
trations were chosen. Silicone elastomer samples were prepa
The nano-oxides were incorporated via hand spatulation. The
stability and were then subjected to aging in an aging cham
evaluated for hardness, color stability, and surface roughnes

Results. A significant change was noted in the physical and
samples with nano-TiO2 of 40-nm particle size/2% concentr
surface roughness were higher in samples with nano-TiO2 o
respectively.

Conclusions. It can be concluded that 20-nm nano-TiO2 pa
silicone elastomers and can potentially be used as alternative
elastomers.
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